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Dear Mr Nawana 

A/H PHONE: 
FAX: 

9529 3333 
9521 2037 

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Not to be released to a third party 

I was simply appalkd by 'Your·niOSt recent communication from DePuy and signed 
by Arron Maree, Twelve months ago I indicated to you that the ASR was a flawed 
prosthesis and should be withdrawn from the market, only to be re-assured that 
"internal communication had demonstrated superior results" , To imply that sub 
optional patient selection and surgical teclmique have contributed to the premature 
fail w-e is absurd. This is a standard technique of companies to offset their 
responsibilities. 

Prior to doing the ASR hip resw-facing I had performed probably 600 or more 
Birmingham hip resurfacings with none of the problems that I encountered with the 
ASR. X-rays were taken in the recovery room following my ASR implantations and 
your so called requirements were more than appropriately met. (Your representative 
Mr Chris Reece was privy to all these cases) 

What your company appears to misunderstand is the patient grief that occurs with an 
imperfect implant released prematurely onto an unsuspecting orthopaedic user group. 
When Jonathan Lettin and I spoke some three years ago, he said that he would not let 
me down if I started to use Johnson and Johnson products. You in your position as 
General Manager can be the j udge as to whether your company has succeeded. I have 
no wish to sign your facsimile alerting me to the safety alert notification. 

The PFC Sigma RP high flexion is an untried prosthesis, although it does come from 
a superior performing implant When I attempted to communicate with the product 
manager regarding aspects of post operative management, the subsequent email was 
both arrogant and most importantly ignorant of the questions that I asked, I have 

This letter is w1inen both as a OOUitesy and In confidence lo a ssist in the assessment and managom~nt of a refe rred patient. This lette r must not be copied to any third party, including 
the patient or anyone nominated by the patient. without the express permission ol The Author. UnauthoriSed publication of this letter would be a bmach ol The Author·s copyright. 
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http://www.mctlawyers.com/depuy-asr/depuy-emails/Doctor-Letter-to-JJ.pdf
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